2017 SPRING SHOWCASE LIVE AUCTION ITEMS

1) LAMBEAU EXPERIENCE!  *Donated by an anonymous Lancer Family and Bank First National.*
   NOTHING. BEATS. LAMBEAU. Four tickets to the 2017 Bishops Charity Game can be in your hands for a day to remember. When the game is done, relive the memories right there with a $100 gift certificate to 1219 Kitchen & Tap. **Value: $300. Bidding starts at $150.**

2) WHERE THE RUBBER MEETS THE ROAD!  *Donated by Safranski Tire & Auto.* Top-of-the-line treads for peak performance, this package is good for $500 toward any set of any 4 BF Goodrich tires. Ensure a confident, quiet, & safe ride for those you care about most. Choose from a wide range of tire sizes to fit most any vehicle. **Value: $500. Bidding starts at $250.**

3) SPRING CLEANING WITHOUT THE ACHES & PAINS!  *Donated by Man-Cal Chem Dry.* It’s time to throw open the windows and tackle the spring cleaning! Carpets, upholstery, tile, stone, grout, granite countertops & more – save your elbow grease for something else while professionals tackle the tough projects. **Value: $400. Bidding starts at $200.**

4) BOYS (LADIES TOO) OF SUMMER.  *Donated by Keller Structures.* Get an early look at many of the Milwaukee Brewers’ bright prospects as they face off against hated rival St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday, April 23rd. Tickets are Loge Diamond Box Section, and include a parking pass so you can tailgate early! **Value: $200. Bidding starts at $100.**

5) EXERCISE, WORK, PLAY, EVERYTHING, EVERYWHERE!  *Donated by Wisconsin Fastener & Supply.* Stay connected in style with the Apple Watch Sport. Leave your phone in your pocket with all your iPhone’s apps and functions right on your wrist. Nearly half the weight while still providing improved display compared to the traditional Apple Watch. No cloaking device or teleportation yet, but it will probably come with the next update! **Value: $369. Bidding starts at $150.**

6) ICE ICE BABY!  *Donated by Manitowoc Ice.* Entertain like a champion with this ice machine for any home bar, kitchen, or break room. Can be installed under standard-height counters or as a stand-alone unit with its sleek, stainless steel top & sides. This great icemaker will handle any household’s thirst, and make sure you never have an excuse to be without a cool, zesty drink! **Value: $1,500. Bidding starts at $500.**
7) **BBB: BEEF, BOURBON, & BLIND HORSE.** *Donated by Jim Larson Plumbing, Allstate Liquor & Wine, and The Blind Horse.* Eat, Drink, Live. Sounds simple. It’s HOW you do all these that makes a memory! Savor some great meals with a sample pack of Kobe beef steaks, roast, and burgers from Meadow Brook Beef, relax with a wine & cheese pairing for 8 at the Blind Horse in Kohler, and contemplate the meaning of life over a bottle of 12-year-old Old Medley Kentucky Bourbon. THIS is living. **Value: $400. Bidding starts at $150.**

8) **YOU COULD BE IN THE FRONT ROOM... FOR MLHS’ PRISM CONCERT.** *Donated by MLHS’ Fine Arts Department.* Enjoy a tremendous evening of musical entertainment at MLHS’ 2017 Prism Concert (May 20th, 3 & 7pm). A stage-side table for six to either performance (or both!) will also include a selection of special snacks and dessert. **Value: Priceless. Bidding starts at $50.**

9) **THE SMOOTHER THE PATH, THE EASIER THE JOURNEY!** *Donated by Seiler Brothers Construction (Tina Kocourek ('90), Irv & Bernette Seiler).* $500 worth of cement work done by one of the lakeshore’s most respected contractors. Get that sidewalk, patio, driveway, trenching, or flat work improvement finished without breaking your back. **Value: $500. Bidding starts at $250.**

10) **WISCONSIN DELLS ADVENTURE.** *Donated by local Thrivent Community West Shore financial advisers Mark Fischer, Gary Keesling, & Tim Lukasek.* Two-night stay for six in a double suite room at Wilderness Lodge, PLUS use of all Wilderness waterparks, arcades, & dry-play parks. Valid anytime except holidays & a few peak periods. The smiles will be contagious! **Value: $625. Bidding starts at $300.**

11) **PICTURE PERFECT PACKAGE.** *Donated by St. John St. Peter’s – Cleveland and St. Paul’s – Howards Grove Lutheran Churches.* Sharp details in stunning clarity, capture images in any light. This bundle includes a treasure trove of accessories to get you capturing amazing pictures right away. Whether action shots, close-ups, or distant panoramas, this is the camera your photos deserve! **Value: $550. Bidding starts at $250.**

12) **GIDDY UP AND GO!!** *Donated by Little Brook Performance & Schmidt Horseshoeing (Shann Schwartz ('74), Kristen Schmidt ('94)).* Get up close and personal with these gorgeous animals as you and up to four friends learn how to brush, lead, and learn many important aspects of engaging, training and showing horses. Makes a great gift for any age! **Value: $250. Bidding starts at $125.**
13) A TOUCH OF ELEGANCE For THAT NEXT HOME PROJECT.  *Donated by Insulation & Supply Co.* There is a tile option for nearly any application or idea your imagination can conjure. Ease of maintenance, timeless beauty, longevity, durability. No other surface compares. Tackle your next DIY with this $500 certificate toward your choice of tile product!  **Value: $500.**

*Bidding starts at $200.*

14) SUMPTUOUS DINNER FOR 6!  *Donated by Courthouse Pub.* Enjoy an evening of fine food, dessert, and wine for six at Manitowoc’s premier restaurant and microbrewery. Savor the meal and ambience with friends or family, and don’t forget to enjoy their seasonal and guest-favorite beers. Dinner includes your choice of entree’ from their new menu, a matching wine, and dessert.  **Value: $200.**  *Bidding starts at $100.*

15) GUIDED GOOSE HUNT.  *Donated by Scott Habermann & Dan Smith.* Spend a great day afield hunting geese with Scott & Dan. Veteran hunters and rookie shooters alike have enjoyed this trip for years now! The guys will again handle the decoys, calling, and the whole nine yards. All you need is a sharp eye (and a small game license and state & federal waterfowl stamp).  **Value: $250.**  *Bidding starts at $125.*

16) MARTINIS CAN NEVER BE TOO DRY BUT YOUR HOME SHOULDN’T BE.  *Donated by Manitowoc Heating & Refrigeration.* This whole home humidifier will help you reduce the effects of allergies. Breathe easier. Lower your heating bills. Preserve furniture, pianos, and wood floors. Sleep better. The list of benefits go on and on. Did we mention professional installation anywhere in Manitowoc County?  **Value: $550.**  *Bidding starts at $250.*

17) THE THEATER AWAITS YOU – IN YOUR OWN HOME!  *Donated by Bitter Neumann TV & Appliance (Janet ‘62, Tim ‘87, Dawn ‘89, Dan ‘93 Radue).* Create a cinematic experience for any occasion with LG’s groundbreaking LED SmartTV video technology! Combine it with the LG soundbar for wide, spacious sound from one sleek speaker & wireless subwoofer. What’s next on your binge watch list?  **Value: $1,200.**  *Bidding starts at $600.*

19) **LADY’S “VICTORY” NECKLACE.** Created by Steve Pahmeier of Rummele's Jewelers - SDP Creations; donated by Steve ('07), Dave ('82), & Julie ('82) Pahmeier. This lady’s 18” 14k white gold with round brilliant-cut diamond “Victory” necklace is one-of-a-kind, sure to make the perfect “I love you” gift. Hand-crafted locally, this reminder of Easter resurrection will sparkle like that special person’s eyes. **Value: $1,000. Bidding starts at $500.**

20) **READY TO GET WET?** Donated by the Manitowoc County Sheriff’s Department Assoc. Whether you’re a beginning paddler or a pro, this 10’ kayak is built for many memorable outings! Light, stable, easy to paddle, and room to store snacks (or whatever). Your next adventure is waiting, so get out there! **Value: $320. Bidding starts at $150.**

21) **WHAT HAPPENS IN VEGAS...** Donated Anonymously. Escape to VEGAS from May 6-13th, 2017! Your 2-Bedroom Villa (sleeps 6) at the Marriott Grand Chateau is located on the legendary Las Vegas Strip. After a long day (or night) out, unwind at the rooftop pool with adjacent bar while enjoying a breathtaking desert sunset or the brilliant city lights. How you fill the rest of your time, we’ll leave that to you! **Value: $1,400. Bidding starts at $400.**

22) **ELATION + DISAPPOINTMENT + BAD MATH = GREAT GOLF.** Donated by Quit Qui Oc Golf Club, and Erik & Kathleen Eickhoff Family. The total package for scratch golfers (and “not-so-scratch” too)! Enjoy 18-holes of golf for two with cart at beautiful Quit Qui Oc Golf Club in Elkhart Lake. Unwind after and exaggerate those memorable shots over a GREAT view with a $50 gift certificate to the restaurant. **Value: $200. Bidding starts at $75.**

23) **LAWN-N-ORDER: SPECIAL PROJECTS UNIT.** Donated by Lakeland Landscape Service. Lawns, landscapes, patios, maybe even a backyard putting green! Let the professionals handle your summer project, so you can enjoy your yard the rest of the year. Increase the enjoyment of your yard, and increase curb appeal at the same time. $650 gift certificate good toward any landscape project. **Value: $650. Bidding starts at $300.**

24) **LA-Z-BOY - LIVE LIFE COMFORTABLY!** Donated by Shimek’s Furniture. Raising the bar, and the footrest, for all other recliners. Spruce up your living room or man cave, and enjoy the luxury of this leather recliner rocker. Archie Bunker, Captain Kirk, and Norm from Cheers all had their special seats, make this one yours today! **Value: $825. Bidding starts at $400.**

25) **LANCER FAN PREMIUM PARKING.** Donated by Signs Plus. Premium parking spot for all on-campus MLHS events (sports, concerts, plays, graduation, worship) for 2017-18 school year. Your family name will be printed on the sign, AND you get to keep it after next year’s Spring Showcase! **Value: Priceless. Bidding starts at $50.**